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To all whom it nucly concern:
Beit known that I, ELIJAH J. BOND, a citi
Zen of the United States, residing at Baltimore,
ill the State of Maryland, have invented cer
5 tain new and useful Improvements in Toys
or Games; and I do declare the following to
be a full, clear, and exact description of the
invention, such as will enable others skilled

in the art to which it appertains to make and
Io llse the Sane, reference being had to the ac
Companying drawings, and to the letters and
figures of reference marked thereon, which
form a part of this specification.
My invention relates to improvements in
I5 toys or games, which I designate as an “Ouija
Or Egyptian luck-board;’ and the objects of
the invention are to produce a toy or game
by which two or more persons can amuse
themselves by asking questions of any kind
2O and having them answered by the device used
and operated by the touch of the hand, so
that the answers are designated by letters on
a board.

The invention consists of a board of suit

25 able thickness, having the letters of the al
phabet printed, painted, engraved, or affixed
upon it in any suitable manner, but flush
With the surface, and also the numerals from
l to 0, inclusive, as well as other configura
3o tions, and in conjunction there with of a pecu
liarly-shaped table having legs and a pointer,
and said table to be operated by the hand
when placed upon said board, all of which
Will be more fully described hereinafter, and
35 specifically pointed out in the claims, refer
ence being had to the accompanying draw
ings and the letters marked thereon.
Like letters indicate similar parts in the
different figures of the drawings, in which
Figure 1 is a face view of the board. Fig.
2 is a perspective of the table. Fig. 3 is a
view showing the table in position on the
board for operation.
In the drawings, A represents the board,
45 Which may be of any suitable size and thick
ness, preferably fifteen by twenty-two inches
for convenience, and about three-eighths inch
thick. Theletters of the alphabet (designated
by B) are arranged in semicircular manner on
So said board, while the numerals marked C,

from 1 to 0, inclusive, are placed in a straight
line below the alphabet, as also the sign “ &.'
In the upper left-hand corner is placed the
representation of a full moon and in the right
hand corner a crescent. Under the moon is 55
arranged the word “Yes” and under the cres
cent the word “No, while at the lower cor
ners are stars. At the lower central part of
the board are placed two figures bidding each
other “good-bye.”
The table D is of circular form, having an
elongation E, and is provided with four legs
C. b c d, the latter being placed under the elon
gation or tongue E and acts as the pointer
or index. Each of the legs is provided at its
lower end with felt or similar material Cl? to
preventscratching of the surface of the board
or creaking noise, otherwise made by the
movement of the table Over the board.
The operation is as follows: The table is
placed upon the board, and the hand of the
operator is lightly laid or held on the table,
when in a few moments the table will move
and point to certain letters on the board,
spelling and forming sentences, answering 75
questions put by the operator or any other
person that may be present at the time.
Having thus described my invention, what
I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat
ent, is
1. The game apparatus herein described,
consisting of a board having the alphabet and
numerals and certain signs and figures, ar
ranged as shown, in combination with a table
provided with legs and a pointer and oper
ated by the hand, in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.
2. In a game apparatus, the combination of
the board A, having the alphabet IB, the nu
merals C, the words “Yes’ and “No,' and 90
signs and figures, with the table D, having
legs C. t c d, and elongation E, forming the
pointer, all constructed and arranged as shown
and described.
3. In a game apparatus, a table consisting 95
of a disk supported on four legs, One of which
is arranged on an elongated projection, Serv
ing as an index, Substantially as shown and
Set forth.
4. A board for a game apparatus, of rect Oc
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angular shape, having the letters of the al In testimony whereof affix my signature
phabet in two semicircular rows, the numer in presence of two witnesses.
als underneath in a straight line, near the bot
ELIJAI J. BOND.
tom two human figures, the upper corners
w
provided with a full and crescent moon with Witnesses:
FRANK DE S. BENZINGER,
the words “Yes” and “No below them, all
H. R. WALTON.
as specified.
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